Code of Ethics
Ethical behaviour towards to team members and
consumers in respect to the product and sales system
1. All the registered Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. team members, should know the content of the Code of Ethics, andin order to join to the sales system- they should follow the rules which is set in the Code, and to behave prior
to the Code. All the registered team member of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. should behave not just as the Code
of Ethics says they should be aware of the operating rules too. In this Code of Ethics all the concepts based on
the operating rules of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
2. The registered team members of the Móksha Drop should be aware of while introduce the sales system or
the product not to give false statements, misleading, deceitful or dishonest informations about the product or
the sales system or other registered team members of the Móksha drop
3. The registered team members can’t use any information or tools which would damage honour, good
reputation or giving false information about the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd or any registered team member.
4. The registered team member always has got up to date information and fresh experiences, so he/she can only
give actual and true information. Be aware of the information, rules, condition, oportunities which is shown on
the webpage.
5. The registered team member should give detailed explanation of the registration what is demanded to be a
team member, with close what it take to be a team member the orders, receiving them, paying for orders
and what is demanded for future orders, and dutys for the new future team member.
6. All registered team members, costumers has the right, in 14 calendar days counted from the time when the
online registration happened, to without explanation and consequence to cease the registration or the
purchasing. This decision has to be told to the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. by writing to the company.
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7. The registered team members of the Móksha drop sales system will sell as its been specified and helped way
of Móksha Gyógyír Ltd., suggesting the product further. If the registered team member has the further sales
legal- and personal background, then he/she can sale the product in the defined ways which the Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd. grants. The sales practice which is defined by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. are the following:
 through further network sale
 selling in shops (Móksha center, pharmacy, organic shops,etc.) (regarding to the rules of the
operating rules and Code of Ethics)
 E-commerce on own webpages (Regarding to the rules of the operating rules and the Code of
Ethics)
8. The price of the product is always determined by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. On the official web page of the
distributor, there is a sales interface where is the actual –according to the exchange rate- prices where shown.
The registered team member should be aware of those prices during resale of the product, and according to
it sale the product. As long as the registered team member/distributor wont care what is the determined price
of the product and after a warning to make up proper prices dont price the product according to the
determined prices then the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. with an unilateral declaration will cease the registered team
member/distributor registration and agency agreement.
9. The registered team member can differ by +/- 5% of the determined price. If it can be proved that he/she
sold the product on a bigger difference, the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd will cease the registration of the team
member without explanation.
10. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. do not grant retail or wholesale margin in the sales inside the system. The Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd. will always decide when,how to and what kind of trades be allowed.
11. In case someone wish to be a consumer or a registered team member they should been told all the
information which is in the regulations and conditions.
12. The registered team member will follow the changes, knows the noveltys, pass in each cases all the relevant
information to the other registered team members and to the costumers.
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13. Passing information in all respect should be understandable and real. If there is something which is unclear or
not understandable about the product or the sales system you should contact the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. on the
contacts you already knows or the contacts on the official webpage for the competent collegues, whos in all
respect they can give you help about all the information to make sure it only get out correctly.
14. As long as the registered team member make a survey in writing or in oral with their costumers, and/ or with
the registered team members, about the product or the sale system then he/she must notify the Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd.. The questions of the planed survey should be sent in for confirmation, after it has been
confirmed then it can be send to the consumers and/or team members. If the registered team member break
the above mentioned then the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. has the right with an unilateral declaration to cease the
registered team member registration and the agency agreement.
15. The registered team member should not state any comparison which can be misleading, and inconsistent with
the principles of the fair market conduct. The aspect of comparison can not be choosen unfairly, and they
should be based on facts which can be proved.
16. The registered team members can not say anyhting bad about other firms and their products- neither directly
nor indirectly- . The registered team members can not make a profit out of an other organization or product
or
the
reputation
established
by
its
name
or
logo.
17 The product and the sales system advertisement on a way, any written and/or image-,and audio appearance,

which the team member is not just focusing on persons belonging to his/her acquaintance, or using other
then what the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. is grant (logo,images, or other graphic and written material), can be used
regarding to the related laws and with the written permission of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. The Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd. is not allows to the registered team members to use the name of Móksha Drop, Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd. and the name of the webpage in any form which is not permitted by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
particularly in advertisement,webpages, electronic newsletters, social media, etc. The registered team
member only can use those advertisement,logos,slogan which are permitted in writing by the Móksha Gyógyír
Ltd.


For advertisement and marketing purpose the given advertisement can only be used which is by the
Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.



The Móksha Drop trademark and logo can not be used by registered team members, only in case they
have got a written permission previously issued by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.. If someone got a permit for
using the logo and trademark he/she can only use as the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. specify it.
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Every Móksha drop printed material, publication, graphics, video, photo, product photos is under
copyright, they can not be copied neither their parts in order to use them you must have got a written
permission previously issued by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.. The Móksha Drop webpages (facebook
appearance) whole content, as the texts,graphics,photos,videos,graphic appearance is all under copyright,
and they can not be used or copied neither their parts in order to use them you must have got a written
permission previously issued by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.






Móksha Drop and logo,
info@mokshacsepp.hu,
www.mokshacsepp.hu, (Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.),
slogan (a drop of harmony, unique, special specific product)
www.fb.com/officialmokshacsepp

18. Behaving towards to the personal websites whos advertising the Móksha Drop,webpages,webshops, Móksha
centers:
18.1. The registered team members webpages,webshops (hereinafter site) can not be misleading towards
costumers, sites has to be made in a way and contains distinguishing marks which make sure the costumers
dont think its the www.mokshacsepp.hu the official webpage of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. but it is the
registered team member own personal site. The expression Móksha, Móksha Drop can only be used at
his/her webpage access address if the used access address can easily distinguishable from the official webpage
operated by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. and marking his/her webpage as „ Acting Partner of the Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd.”
18.2. Sites operated by the registered team members must has a mark at the top on the left side on a spot
which can easily seen which says: The official website of the Móksha drop is www.mokshacsepp.hu, the
operator of the official site is operated by Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. At the top right hand side corner it should be
marked on a spot which can easily seen the following:This page operated by a product officer. Those marks
furthermore has to be shown at the webpage impress.Those registered team member(s) whos operating an
own site,webshop, social media site they should publicate at the site main page that this page is not operated
by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd., the operator of this site is a registered team member (retrader) of the Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd. for the site content only the operator is responsible. The company can asks and suggest if
suspicion of deception arises towards consumers or registered team members, and a reason for that
complains and other legal, economic consequences can arise.
18.3. The registered team members pages can only use the information which can be found on the official site
if they do not change them. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. do not take responsibility for statements,informations
about the traded product, which is not from the official website operated by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. The
Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. do not take responsibility for product experiences stated by others which are shown in
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their sites, in social media, or any other personal sites. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. do not take responsibility for
the above mentioned sites operators if they do not act as the legislation states. Due to such communication
consequences of the official investigations will be the team member who break this rule.
18.4. Breaking the rules and the plead activitys,behaviour the registered team member wont stop then the
Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. has the right to terminate the registration and the agency agreement with an unilaterally
terminate.
19. The Móksha drop sales system, and registered team members data can not be used for any other business
opportunities, activity, and promoting any other product,advertise, or distribute is forbidden, constitute a misuse
of data. In gatherings which is about the Móksha drop other product, networks or companys can not been
promoted or giving information about them, to say anything good or bad about the above mentioned is
forbidden! Non-compliance with these the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. sees as the team member as a breach of
contract and the reasons for their unethical behavior immediately be terminated without justification contractual
relationship.
20. The registered team members of the Móksha Drop has got the chance to join other direct and network
marketing sales systems, but they have to make sure they do not break the rules No. 17 and 18.
21. The registered team members of the Móksha Drop can not inform direct,network or any other firms which
is distributing about the Móksha sales system, sales strategy, and in front of those kind of firms representatives the
members can not says anthing which would be offensive against the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd, Móksha Drop as a
product or sales system interest. This last statement considered as particularly of the business secrets,
organization, associates, and datas any statement or data service of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
22. The registered team member can not rely on any certificate which is not official, fake, out of date, not for the
goods offered, and anyhow can mislead the costumer/consumer.
23. The registered team members can not abuse the trust of any costumer/consumer and future team
members,he/she must respect the lack of economical experiences of the costumers/consumers if there is any,
he/she must not exploit the costumers age,illnes lack of intellectual ability and language difficulties.
24. The income of the registered team member will depend on the members who he/she motivates and assits.
In the operating rules you can find out more about own and group dividend.
25. The registered team member can not charge the new members just because they takeing apart of the
system, and no income can made of just a new simple membership.
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26. The registered team member should pick up regulary the dividends – at least as the operating rules saysagainst an invoice from the personal Web Office which intimate the available amount, regarding to the current
monthly exchange rate. Part of the dividend which is the member wish to buy products from, can be getting as a
discount regarding to the rules,regulations. If you wish to buy products from the dividend you should give a
statement, the mode for this is to giving an order.
27. If a registered team member contracts ceased – dosent matter if falls out, expelled, or just simple asked to
delete him/her from the system, etc- provided in accordance with the prevailing rules of operation, till the
deadlines is over ask in written form to check the relevant accounts, pay the dividends. Must write an email to
info@mokshacsepp.hu .
28. The registered team member shall make sure to save the reputation of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. and its
owner nationaly and internationaly too. A regisztrált ajánló köteles a Móksha Gyógyír Zrt és tulajdonosa hazai
és nemzetközi jó hírnevét védeni. In this course is required to follow the Code of Ethics and behave prior to
that. The registered team member shall notify the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. in each facts, which can damage the
good reputation of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd or its owner.
29. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. reserves the right to change.
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